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Pentecost has come and gone. We recalled a frightenedgroup, huddled together in a borrowed building, thedoors locked, the future uncertain, the present far
from safe. They were not very numerous, but they had each
other. Some among them claimed to have met Him since he
died. They were asked to tell their story again and again. They
never told it the exact same way — how could they capture it
in a single telling?
And then — the rush of a violent wind — tongues of fire
— one tongue per person — turning the key from within,
opening wide the door — out they went, going public with
their proclamation of the risen Christ. Christianity and the
church were born.
Luke wanted us to know that this new religion was for all
the world — his world was north and east and south of the
Great (Mediterranean) Sea: the world of the Parthians, Medes
and Elamites; the world of Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus and
Asia, the world of Phrygia and Pamphilia, Egypt and North
Africa, the island of Crete, the Arab world — the Roman
world of Luke’s day — the known world.
Our known world and our church are much more vast,
much more varied. “Led by a man from Argentine, more
diverse than it has ever been.”
Limitations and inadequacies
Our Spiritan group too is more diverse than it has ever been
— and maybe more fragile. Our leader, Fr John Fogarty, wrote
to us this Pentecost: “The term ‘fragile’ has become common-
place in our Spiritan vocabulary of recent years … As a
 Congregation we have become much more conscious of our
limitations and our inadequacies in different parts of the globe
for a wide variety of reasons — the experience of diminishing
and aging personnel in many of our older Provinces; the lack
of young people who wish to identify with our way of life in
countries where Spiritan vocations once flourished; inade-
quate financial resources, sometimes even to meet basic
needs, in several of our newer circumscriptions (groups); dis-
unity and division among the members of a circumscription;
the realization of our mistakes and failures, as groups or as
individuals, to live our missionary religious vocation authen-
tically … All of this is compounded by the fact that the
Church itself has lost much of its credibility of recent years as
an authoritative source of hope and direction for others.
Today we are being invited to embrace a sense of mission
based not on strength, as perhaps in former times, but rooted
in fragility and powerlessness.”
John Fogarty recalled our fragile Spiritan beginnings, its
growth, its reduction to a handful of members, its infusion of
new blood through a young convert from Judaism (Francis
Libermann), its initial missionary venture to West Africa end-
ing in disaster, tensions within the small community, doubts
about Libermann’s leadership, its extremely limited resources.
“Altogether we are a poor lot,” wrote Libermann.
The church our founder intended
But, John Fogarty recalled St Paul: “It is when I am weak that
I am strong.” Then came a question: “The strong church is
tempted to be very self-sufficient and very self-important. It
looks down on others as superior on inferior. It becomes high
and mighty. But is it the church our founder intended?”
He quoted Margaret Silf: “It is in what we lack that we are
most open to what we will become. The Samaritan woman at
the well would never have met Jesus if she’d had a water
 supply at home.” 
Jean Vanier
Back in the early 1970s we had John Vanier for morning Mass
and breakfast in our formation house on Clarendon Avenue,
Toronto. The previous night he had spoken to a packed
Massey Hall downtown. Around our small dining room table,
wearing the shirt and jacket he wore the previous night, he
ate what was set before him. He spoke English with a French
accent. He thanked us for the opportunity of joining us that
morning. He shook hands and said goodbye.
Why does that morning breakfast stand out in my mind?
Not just because Jean Vanier came to Mass, but because he
was so ordinary, so down to earth, so one of us. He could have
been any overnight guest. n
“The Samaritan woman at the well would
never have met Jesus if she’d had a
water  supply at home.” — Margaret Silf
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Fond memories
of other days
L ooking down the arches of the years can be a bitter-sweet experience. For me, however, the sweet memo-ries far outnumber the bitter ones.
Is it really a century ago that the Archbishop of Toronto
had his summer home on a large property south of Kingston
Road between Victoria Park Avenue and Courcellette Drive?
The Beach was cottage country then and a big water park
existed on Queen Street just south of this site. Kingston Road
still had a boardwalk so that pedestrians were not forced to
walk in the muddy street.
Fast forward a quarter century and De La Salle Reform
School for boys had been built on the property — well away
from the city and its temptations. The Beach was still bucolic
even though beautiful homes had replaced many of the sum-
mer cottages of earlier days. The local boys learned their
hockey and handball in the Reform School facilities. There
were no objections from the neighbours. Apparently NIMBY
had not yet been invented. 
Fast forward again to 1958 when the Spiritans acquired
the site and, in collaboration with the Archdiocese, built a
high school and a residence for the priests who were teaching
there. 
Two Spiritan waves
The Spiritans are a missionary Order, founded in France in
1703. Within fifty years they were established in New France
and their story is an important chapter in the early history of
Canada. Education was one of the main tools they chose for
evangelization.
In the 1950’s a second Spiritan wave appeared on these
shores, this time via Malton Airport. A group of priests came
straight from Ireland and planted roots in St. John’s parish. 
I was one of this second wave and I look back with fond
 memories to the fifty-five years that are now water under the
bridge. My memories are subjective, but totally honest, even
if tinted at times by rose-coloured glasses.
Like all immigrants I suffered from serious cultural shock. I
did not realize this for twenty years or more because the effect
of all shock is to minimize the awareness of events  taking place. 
My first impressions of Canada were the boys in their pris-
tine uniforms arriving at their recently founded school. My
only image of North American kids had been gleaned from the
movies — bobbysoxers, soda fountains, Mickey Rooney, crew
cuts, girl friends — glib and slick and independent. How false
this image proved to be. What a pleasant surprise these Neil
McNeil boys were for me! 
“You talked to us 
and were always fair.” 
Of course they were boys, no dif-
ferent from their counterparts in
Spiritan schools in Ireland and
Trinidad where I had previously
taught. They were noisy, rough,
not over-given to academic work.
But they were friendly, funny,
great company and very forgiv-
ing of the idiosyncrasies of this
Gerald FitzGerald CSSp, Principal 1975 –1980, Neil McNeil High School
Every now and then I take a few minutes and delve
into one of the early yearbooks: “How he has
changed.” “I wonder where they are now.” “Did we
do that then?” “Didn’t he look young then.” Over the
years many great young men have graced our halls
and classrooms. At Neil, we are proud of our Neilers.
Granted our buildings, our plant and our facilities
provoke at times comments both humorous and
 cynical, but “a healthy mind in a healthy body” is a
matter of much concern.
— Peter Fleming CSSp, Principal 1980 –1991
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bunch of robed priests with thick Irish brogues, who ran an
Irish school with a Dean of Discipline and a Dean of Studies
with weekly marks for academics, conduct and deportment!
And a marks book to be signed by a parent or, it was whis-
pered, sometimes by the student himself. St. Mike’s it wasn’t!
Recently I was talking to a retired lawyer who was in one of
my first classes and asked him “How did you put up with us?”
His reply was “Because you talked to us and were always fair.” 
It must be remembered that we knew nothing of their
 backgrounds. Each of us arrived as a tabula rasa. We did not
realize yet that Neil, as it was affectionately called, was built
in a unique location. We had boys from very wealthy homes
in The Beach and Fallingbrook areas as well as students from
Cabbagetown and the inner city. Many of them were the chil-
dren of recent immigrants. In Maroon and Grey they all looked
the same to us. The inner city mingled with the wealthy sub-
urbs like nowhere else in Toronto. The son of a neurosurgeon
could well be sharing a locker with a boy whose family were
on welfare.
“Father, have you never heard of the Maple Leafs?” 
And we learned so much from them. A school had to have
hockey teams. What was hockey? “Father, have you never
heard of the Maple Leafs?” Within a year, all eight of us
priests were huddled around our small black and white TV
on Saturday nights, cheering and groaning as our heroes
Dave, Frank, Red, Johnny, The Chief, Bobby and Tim, led by
Punch, took on the Habs, the Bruins, the Rangers and other
In Maroon and Grey they all looked
the same to us. The inner city mingled
with the wealthy suburbs like
nowhere else in Toronto.
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hated foes. How quickly we learned the ways of our new
country. And how soon we came to love it. Within a few years
we had become Canadians with Irish accents.
And a school had to have sock-hops. “What is a sock-hop?”
“Father, do you not know anything?” Here we met the female
of the species for the first time. Soon a bond grew between staff
and students at Neil and Notre Dame. Friendships and mar-
riages were forged which have survived the passage of time.
We began by teaching students, then officiating at their mar-
riages, then baptizing their children, and finally educating their
sons. Time is so cyclical. We became chaplains to the two Notre
Dame convents, one on Kingston Road, the other on Wolver-
leigh Boulevard. CND and CSSp bonds remain especially dear.
“Aw! come on, Father. You’re havin’ me on.”
Slowly we got to know the parents of the boys, especially those
who were our Beach neighbours. A month after arrival, I was
invited to Thanksgiving Dinner by a family on Bracken Road.
(“What is Thanksgiving?” “Aw! come on, Father. You’re havin’
me on.”) Replete in black robe, a black rope/cincture around
my waist, I knocked at the door to discover a Canadian home
environment as well as cranberry sauce, pumpkin pie, corn on
the cob. I knew how the Pilgrim Fathers felt. And yet, bonds
were forged that night that last to this day. I have baptized their
children and grandchildren, officiated at their marriages,
attended their parties, felt their sorrows, buried their dead and
will meet the first great grandchild at dinner next Sunday.
“Do you remember me, Father?” 
I did not adopt Canada. Canada adopted me and all my fellow
Spiritans. How deep our roots have grown in so short a time! I
meet past students, former parents, fellow Neil staff everywhere
I go. This Irish tree took root in Canadian soil. In malls, theatres,
churches, cottage country — the wonderful question “Do you
remember me, Father? I was in your homeroom in 1972. This
is my wife. Do you remember the time that…?” The formula is
always the same and each time it is a wonderful experience.
I am so proud that Neil McNeil, has become an institution in
East Toronto, South Scarborough and, above all, the Beach area.
I am proud that the school we founded has one of the highest
academic records in Toronto today as evaluated by the Fraser
Institute. I am proud of its sports tradition in hockey and a vari-
ety of disciplines. I am proud of its alumni in all the professions
and arts. I am proud of the eleven priests, including one bishop,
who attended Neil and are serving in the Archdiocese, including
the beloved pastor of St. John’s on Kingston Road. Not to men-
tion a Provincial Superior of the Canadian Jesuits and a Superior
General of the Redemptorist Order. I am flattered that no other
school in Toronto has produced so many teachers. Is it possible
that we portrayed an image of a fulfilling profession?
“What has started these ruminations of an old man?” you
may ask. Well after over fifty years of active presence in the
area, the Spiritans have sold their school and property to the
Catholic School Board and have moved the survivors of the
early years to a retirement home off Bayview Avenue. And
this year marks the retirement of the Notre Dame Sisters from
their school and convent at 750 Kingston Road. For the first
time since the Christian Brothers arrived over ninety years
ago, there are no religious sisters, brothers or priests serving
the people of this area of the city. I like to think that the three
Congregations — The Notre Dame Sisters, the De La Salle
Brothers and the Spiritan Fathers — contributed significantly
to the youth of the area. And now — our work is done. Surely
this marks the end of an era. n
“What I remember with most pleasure is the friendships
formed, many of which endure. These were with both teachers
and boys. A school is the quintessential people place, where
young adults are emerging into the full maturity which will
carry them through life. It was a privilege to be part of that
experience, to accompany them and even to help guide them
on that journey. For that I am grateful.”
— John Geary CSSp, Principal 1968 –1975
And a school had to have sock-hops.
“What is a sock-hop?” 
“Father, do you not know anything?”
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From student to
teacher to principal
In September, 1948, I met the CNDs and The Beach, andmy life has never been quite the same since! Hidden on aresidential street in the now “Upper Beach”, was an old
above-ground church hall, a dusty tennis court and a few
portables on an acre of land. That was the 7-year-old Notre
Dame High School that would become my Alma Mater.
Except for the Physical Education teacher the staff was made
up entirely of Sisters from the Congregation of Notre Dame. 
Staff and students welcomed us so warmly we wondered
how they had ever managed without us! Staff seemed not to
have heard of generation gaps; whatever our gift, it belonged
to all! Looking back, I am amazed at what they accomplished
through sheer determination and trust in God. 
Grades 9 and 10 were funded by a cash-strapped School
Board; the Sisters collaborated with the Archdiocese in pro-
viding the three senior grades in those early years, before
 taking complete responsibility for them in the 60’s. Those
teaching in Board classes agreed to receive a percentage of
their salary, allowing the Board to make use of the rest for the
needs in the entire system. The pastor, Monsignor
Denis O’Connor, told us that story, hinting that
the Sisters might not mention it. 
I believe that our sensitivity to that reality 
had a great deal to do with some of the obvious
enduring characteristics of the school commu-
nity: a close family spirit; genuine gratitude for
what we received; a fierce sense of pride in our
school; an affirming relationship among students
that provided a comfortable climate for growing
up and developing faith, convictions and leader-
ship as young women. We rejoiced that fall in the
turning of the sod for our new building, which
would be financed by an Archdiocesan educa-
tional funding drive and be ready for occupancy
early in the next year.
Welcomed to the Beach
The Beach of then, recognizable today only by Alma’s Florist
and Randall’s Book Store, welcomed us as we sacrificed our
homework time in favour of visiting all the neighbouring ven-
dors asking for donations for our annual  Hallowe’en Carnival.
They handed us everything from shoe laces to a floor lamp! 
As the new building offered such luxuries as a cafeteria and
a gymnasium, we soon enjoyed friendly rivalry in sports across
the city, savouring for weeks a rare victory over St. Joseph’s
or The Abbey! We held our own in the Archdiocesan Reli-
gious Education Examinations, and marched proudly in the
Rosary Sunday Holy Hour Rally at Exhibition Park. Our gym
was transformed into a fancy ballroom twice a year for the
Wine and White Ball and graduation formal. At some time in
the winter we celebrated a school holiday ice skating at the
St. John’s Training School rink down on the southeast corner
of Victoria Park and Kingston Road. 
Through it all, we claimed as ours St. John’s parish. It was
where we held our school Masses and where we graduated.
Lucille Corrigan CND, Principal 1968 –1986, Notre Dame High School
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Its priests were guest lecturers in our Reli-
gious Education classes in Grade 13. It wel-
comed us at morning Mass where we were
especially visible in Lent and at exam time,
and for drop-in visits during the day.
In the fall of my final year at Notre Dame,
the Sisters held a formal blessing of their
newly built convent across the yard at 750
Kingston Road. Our Grade 13 class was hon-
oured to be part of this. By the end of that
year my own call to religious life was clari-
fied. Little did I know that eight years later 
I would return to live in this house until it
closed, and teach on that school staff until
after funding arrived!
On staff
And so, August 22, 1961, saw me back fresh
from profession of perpetual vows as a Sister
of the CND, and newly missioned to teach at
Notre Dame High School — a mandate that
would cover the next twenty-five years, as I
went from seven years in the classroom to
one year as vice-principal to eighteen years
as principal.
1961 was barely pre-Vatican II. The con-
vent still housed over thirty Sisters in small
simply furnished rooms with cupboards that
comfortably held two habits and a winter
cape. Life was simple! Living was structured
with grand silence reigning from Night
Prayer until after Mass the next morning.
Meditation, spiritual reading, prayer, reflec-
tion, and common recreation each found its
place in the day. Rank in age of profession
was honoured and bells were a familiar
sound. Structured though they were, these
were good years. No one could mistake our
three priorities of prayer and community
 living, overflowing into and supporting our
apostolic work as Catholic educators. 
To everyone’s delight in 1958 the Spiritan
Fathers had opened Neil McNeil High School
just down the road, and from then until the
closing of the convent, they provided us with
fifty-five years of superb chaplaincy service,
loyal friendship and an inspiring example of
professional commitment. 
No one could mistake our three priorities 
of prayer and community living, overflowing 
into and supporting our apostolic work as 
Catholic educators. 
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Vatican II changes
Quite suddenly, our now newest saint, Pope John XXIII, con-
voked and guided the Second Vatican Council, and the fresh
air challenge to revitalization blew through the very life and
structures of our Church. By the end of 1968, when our own
CND Extraordinary General Chapter convened, much had
been done to focus on the essentials in an apostolic religious
community and to let go many accidentals that we had added
over the centuries. Among the most visible changes were 
the return to our baptismal names, the change to garb that
separated us less from the people we serve, and a far less
 institutionalized pattern of life. 
Extending government funding
Huge changes marked our whole western society in the late
60’s and in the 70’s and the issue of balancing freedom and
responsibility found its way into every classroom. At the same
time our government answered with a resounding, “No!”,
Ontario Catholic students gathered in Maple Leaf Gardens
formally requesting extension of funding to the end of Grade
13. The premier had been heard to say days earlier, “This is
coming from the teachers, not the students. The students
don’t give a damn!” The premier was met by thousands of uni-
formed students, each wearing a button that read, “I give a
damn!” The long haul years beginning with that “No!” in
1971 lasted until June 12, 1984’s surprise announcement of
funding. 
In spite of turbulent waters on all sides, those were great
years to be at Notre Dame. The Parents’ Guild organized its
50/50 draw; the lay staff held an awesome bazaar; the stu-
dents sold World’s Finest; and the CND community directed
back to the private school the salary earned by its members
in the Grade 9 and 10 section. It was everyone’s way of saying,
“I give a damn!” 
The credit system with all its levels replaced the existing
curriculum and courses abounded. The school continued to
grow from the 860 that had necessitated the building of
O’Connor Hall in 1963-64 to an all time high of 1111 in the
early 80’s. Somewhat reluctantly, teachers and students
accepted as a blessing the space St. John’s School had made
available on their third and second floor. Nobody was turned
away from the school they wanted to attend.
Moving on
In 1982 Marguerite Bourgeoys, foundress of the Congregation
of Notre Dame, was canonized by Pope John Paul II, and our
joy knew no bounds. In 1984 full funding was announced to
begin one year at a time starting with Grade 11 in September.
As students moved into the first funded Grade 13 year, I
moved on to be founding principal of St. Patrick Catholic Sec-
ondary School, and later principal of Monsignor Fraser Col-
lege, but home was still 750 Kingston Rd. Province and local
leadership both claimed my first years of retirement, followed
by four years at another house, and back to “750” in 2008 to
be in solidarity with those who would experience the reality
of downsizing toward which we were moving. On May 9,
2013, two of us moved to Scarborough, leaving only the two
who would officially turn the key in the lock at the end of
August. It was only a change of address … or was it? 53 years
in the Beach and in St. John’s Parish, 48 years at 750 Kingston
Road, and 30 years at Notre Dame High School! At Scarbor-
ough Retirement Residence with daily Mass in house and
plenty of freedom to come and go, I continue to be involved
in the same kind of volunteer outreach as before. In these 
new days of opportunity and challenge in my life as a CND, I
welcome the rich memories of the past with a grateful smile.
They are God’s reminder of his presence with me now! n
Staff and students welcomed us so
warmly we wondered how they had
ever managed without us!
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A spiritual journey in a political guise
David Nazar SJ is a past student of Neil McNeil High School and Superior of the Jesuits in Ukraine. 
Writing from Ukraine, he gives a first-hand account of the recent events there.
The recent events in Ukraine are not what many newssources, even respected ones, imagine them to be. First,Ukraine was not a battleground where Russia and the
West were hammering it out. Indeed, 99% of what was taking
place on the Maidan, the central square in Kyiv (Kiev), was
based on issues internal to Ukraine. Second, there was never
the threat of civil war, as everyone living in Ukraine knew.
There are three separate moments in the current drama. 
The first and most important moment is the demonstration-
turned-revolution on the Maidan. This protracted standoff
between an honest, popular yearning and a deceitful, corrupt
government was understood from the outset as a spiritual
 battle between good and evil. It was unimaginable without the
youth and the Church.
The second moment, while less dramatic, is more complex:
the creation of a style of government based on new values.
This work entails the definitive cleansing of the vestiges of
Soviet-style governance and the establishment of what the
West takes for granted: transparency, accountability, fair
 elections and basic justice. 
The third moment is the illegal intervention of President
Putin in Crimea, which is less an act of aggression than an act
of fear.
The root of the problem 
The Maidan is the fourth major demonstration since Ukrainian
independence in 1991. It has come to be directed precisely
against the root of the problem. For three years, opposition
parties have tried unsuccessfully to get the masses to confront
the obvious and odious corruption of government. But people
have seen that, no matter what party is in power, too much
corruption, privilege and lack of respect for the will of the
 people remain. The signing of the European Union Association
Agreement was to be a step in this direction.
Ukraine
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From demonstration to revolution 
It was the president’s unexplained refusal to sign the Associ-
ation Agreement that triggered the beginning of this demon-
stration. The youth, well-educated and with international
experience, felt this sudden reversal most dramatically. When
the president, equally inexplicably, ordered the violent disper-
sal of the demonstrating students at 3:45 one morning, the
Maidan went from demonstration to revolution. In two days,
700,000 people of all ages from all parts of the country were
on the Maidan. From this point, the language that best
describes the events is spiritual.
It was never a battle between political parties, nor between
regions of the country, nor between ideologies. It was not a
battle for power.
A non-violent demonstration of youth was met with the
illegal, unannounced and brutal use of police special forces.
The president’s failure to sign the agreement was like
throwing dynamite on a fault line: the hopes and expectations
of the people were dashed by surely the most corrupt and self-
serving president in Ukraine’s history. The president did what
he wanted against the will of the majority. The crowd could
have violently taken over whatever it wanted, but at the outset
not a window was broken. The people’s demands were artic-
ulate, hope-filled, peaceful, with promised benefit for all and
made in daylight in the open square, while the government
had no rational explanation, no argument or alternative
vision, only violence, usually at night.
Religious sensibility is at the heart of Ukrainian culture. All
of the religions and Christian confessions, with the exception
of the Moscow Patriarchate, were present on the Maidan. On
the day of the very first massive gathering, Cardinal Husar,
the most respected religious figure in the country, was asked
to address the crowd. Representatives of other denominations
spoke in turn. A chapel was set up in the centre of the square
for services and confessions. Priests led prayer from the main
stage every hour. 
We, Jesuits, helped out and were surprised by conversion
stories. Unchurched people confessed that they felt God was
with them on the Maidan, that God cared about their just
yearnings. There was a spirit of joy, of confidence in the res-
olution of what had to be done, amid the sober awareness that
more violence from the government was likely.
The violence did not produce the desired effect
People were not cowed or fleeing into silent fear. The presi-
dent’s opponents were mercilessly beaten, kidnapped and
jailed without cause — as were their lawyers. Sympathetic
businesses were ‘visited’ by the police and residency permits
of sympathetic foreigners revoked. Fifty cars carrying food
and clothing to the Maidan were burned during the night, and
traffic police were attempting to fine buses and private cars
carrying demonstrators. Attempts were made to repress the
media — national and international journalists were beaten.
These tactics, however, proved impotent and the government
showed its only weapon, violence, and its fear.
On 16 January the government unconstitutionally passed
into law limits on public association and freedom of the press,
punishable by 15 years in prison. It ordered riot troops to
shoot rubber bullets at night to clear the crowd. From this
point, demonstrators began prying up cobblestones and
preparing Molotov cocktails to throw at the armed troops. On
19 February, despite public promises to the contrary, the pres-
ident gave orders for snipers to shoot to kill. Nineteen died
that day, predominantly from bullets to the head and heart. 
News cameras and police cameras filmed the Maidan day
and night. They showed Molotov cocktails and cobblestones
but never was a gun seen in the hands of demonstrators. The
security forces later revealed that they were ordered to shoot
police as well, in order to lay blame on demonstrators.
On 22 February, Yanukovich unaccountably disappeared:
there was no threat of death or violence; he was still president.
Security cameras showed him and his guards loading vans and
two helicopters with valuables (from a palace which he built
for himself with government money) and fleeing into the
night. There is evidence that he and his closest circle stole
about $10 billion each year directly from the budget via
 various corrupt schemes.
Ukraine has not submitted
President Putin’s interest is in creating a competitive economic
block. To this end he has dedicated almost ten years of his
life, trying to force neighbouring countries into his Eurasian
Union, for which Ukraine is essential. From 2006 until today
Russia has cut off Ukraine’s gas in winter twice, forbidden
Ukrainian meat imports once, milk products twice and con-
fectionary products once — all attempts to force Ukraine into
the union. The invasion of Crimea is a variation on the theme. 
Ukraine has not submitted but kept its European orienta-
tion. Ironically, perhaps Ukraine has something inspiring to
offer at this time. These values are worth struggling for —
insistently, peacefully, inclusively and prayerfully. This is a
country acquainted with suffering and familiar with grief —
and from this arises a hope in the fidelity of God. n
Reprinted with permission from The Catholic Register.
In two days, 700,000 people of 
all ages from all parts of the country
were on the Maidan. From this point,
the language that best describes 
the events is spiritual.
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Kindle in us the 
I hear you take out insurance policies against me — fire insurance. Are you afraid of me? Areyou scared of the damage I might cause you? Is that why you try to make your house — andyour life — fireproof?
I see you huddling close to each other and to me when you light your winter fires. Then you
appreciate me. I see you gathering around me when you get your campfires going. I like it when
I bring your songs and stories to the surface. 
Sometimes you worship me. Sometimes you live in dread of me — you call the fire brigade
to put me out — your firefighters extinguish me.
I fascinate you — don’t I? My shapes, my wavering flames, my glowing embers, my friendly
warmth and also my destructive powers.
I fascinated Moses once as I flamed out of a desert bush; burning, burning, burning — yet
not burning up, not burning out. I drew him towards me, but not too close. From out of me my
Maker spoke: “Approach no farther, Moses, Respect my space. Fear my flames. You and I share
holy ground.”
In my presence Moses took off his shoes. In my presence Moses and my Maker talked. I intro-
duced them to each other. I brought them together. In my presence Moses came to know my
Maker.
Later on I reappeared ahead of Moses and his wandering desert band. I helped them make it
through the night. Because I led the way, the darkness held no fear for them. Their storytellers
talked of me as a pillar — pillar of strength, pillar of reassurance, pillar of God’s guidance, pillar
of fire.
I made my presence felt on Sinai’s peak. Moses and my Maker held their summit meeting
there and to mark their tête-à-tête I put on one of my spectaculars: wreathing smoke, shooting
Pat Fitzpatrick CSSp
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fire of your love
flames, thunderbolts, lightning flashes. Worthy of an Olympic opening — if I may say so. The audi-
ence was impressed. I heard their ‘oohs’ and ‘aahs’ — applause, applause for special effects.
Many years later, filled with my spirit, Jesus of Nazareth proclaimed: “I have come to cast fire
on the earth. And how I wish it were already kindled.” A fire’s not a fire till it burns. I didn’t come
to be remembered. I didn’t come to be admired. I came to set the world on fire. 
And yet, and yet — one of your poets, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, got it right:
Earth’s crammed with heaven,
And every common bush afire with God;
But only he who sees, takes off his shoes,
The rest sit round it and pluck blackberries.
See — come closer — notice the variety of flames — let them fascinate you — warm yourself.
When you celebrated Pentecost did you recall Luke’s description of my special effects: “Divided
tongues as of fire, appeared among them; and a tongue rested on each of them. All of them were
filled with the Holy Spirit, and began to speak in other languages as the Spirit gave them ability.”
One tongue per person — a different tongue for each of them: “I did it my way” — no longer
dumb, they dumbfounded others. They were accused of having had too much new wine too early
in the day. Yes — my spirit had gone to their heads — and to their hearts. They were acting under
its influence,
You, on the contrary, are too sober too much of the time — you dilute my spirit. I like what my
Scotsman, John Dalrymple, wrote: “When the Spirit came he came with wind and fire. In modern
life wind and fire are two of the things we take out insurance policies against.” Don’t spend your
money on such insurances. Trust me. There’s no need to be afraid. Dare to pray: “Come Holy Spirit.
Kindle in us the fire of your love.” I like to set hearts on fire. n
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Brazil
When western Catholics visualize the church in LatinAmerica they very often picture a vibrant scene full of bright young people bearing witness to their
faith. This is true, to a certain extent, at least in poorer areas
of South America. However, the Latin American church is not
without crises.
In Sao Paolo, Brazil, I visited projects established and 
run by Irish missionary priests working in what is one of the
most densely populated cities on earth. There the Spiritans do
 phenomenal work, evangelizing some of the world’s poorest
in the city’s slums, tenements and prisons.
I was in Sao Paolo as part of the jubilee celebrations of the
Irish Spiritan mission to Brazil. There was a great deal of talk
about the past. The priests enjoyed being reunited with old
friends. Old memories came back to life again — they were
not merely retold, they were relived.
Youth rally — all not well
On Mission Sunday last year I attended the national youth
rally in Sao Paolo along with around a thousand other young
Catholics. Wowed by the large numbers at first, the unim-
pressed faces of my guides informed me that all was perhaps
not so well. Apparently the thousand or so youths that turned
out for the march to Sao Paolo’s Cathedral da Se was disap-
pointing compared to the previous years when up to 15,000
young people thronged the city’s streets celebrating their faith.
Questioning the falloff, I was told the overly conservative
hierarchy just do not appeal to the masses in a country 
so steeped in liberation theology. Out in the peripheries, 
Sao Paolo’s poorest are used to a different type of church — 
a church, as Pope Francis has said, “for the poor.”
“There is too much distance between the cardinal and the
people,” one young man from the peripheries told me. “He
needs to walk with the poor,” another girl said.
However the hope here is, now that Pope Francis is on the
scene, that his understanding of Latin America and love for
the poor will eventually filter from the top down. That, com-
bined with the continuing work of missionary priests such as
the Irish Spiritans, will surely provide the perfect antidote to
clericalism in South America. 
Football and the favelas
Hosting the FIFA World Cup this year followed by the
Olympic Games in 2016 will undoubtedly do great things for
the Brazilian economy, generating a fortune for the tourism
industry at least. However, intensive construction to revamp
the country’s infrastructure before these events begin has seen
slums demolished and communities displaced after literally
being bulldozed out of their own homes.
Sao Paolo’s favelas are some of the slums being leveled in
Brazil by civil authorities attempting to clear the way for the
construction of massive stadiums, shopping malls and multi-
storeyed car parks to meet FIFA’s lofty demands. These slums
are homes to some of the world’s poorest — people whose
lives could be drastically improved if even a fraction of the
substantial investment, to make the Sao Paolo World Cup
worthy, was redistributed and invested in them.
The slums of Sao Paolo are like no other place on earth.
They are home to some of the world’s poorest, living in harsh
conditions against a backdrop of violence and corruption.
Drugs and disease are rampant within these Brazilian shanty
towns, while cramped living conditions ensure there is no
A presence in the favela
Cathal Barry
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escape for their imprisoned inhabitants.
Maze-like streets narrow as you navigate your way further
into the heart of the favelas. The reverberating sounds of
samba coupled with the wafting smell of Brazilian barbecue
begin to dim the din of traffic and the outside world. As these
slums seem to swallow you whole once you are inside, a sharp
pinch is regularly needed to remind yourself that this is  reality.
A dream come true
The favelas of Vila Prudente on the outskirts of Sao Paolo’s
city centre are shunned even by the Brazilian police. They
don’t dare enter. However, for Spiritan missionary Fr Michael
Foody, these slums are a second home.
The Aparecida favela is all-consuming. Closely stacked iron
containers and wooden shacks prevent any sunlight from
 penetrating the slum’s flimsy walls. The damp darkness inside
seems to engulf you and gives the impression you have just
stepped into an underground community.
However, deep inside the shanty town, at the heart of the
community, is a small Spiritan-built chapel. Here the favela’s
faithful come to celebrate Mass. Here too young Spiritan
 seminarians provide catechetical classes for slum children. 
In a similar Spiritan project in the Sao Jose favela, the
 congregation has built a large church and community centre
dedicated to the much loved Oscar Romero. 
Despite the graffiti-daubed slum walls, the church and
community centre have been left untouched, such is the
respect for the work of missionary priests like Fr Foody, who
considers the opportunity to work with some of Sao Paolo’s
poorest a dream come true. “Having
a presence in the favela is very impor-
tant, so I spend a lot of time visiting
families and making friends with the
people,” Fr Foody told me. “Through
my work I’m realizing my dream of
an option for the poor in the context
of my congregations. Having the abil-
ity to do that at this stage of my life is extremely fulfilling,”
he said.
Protecting and supporting the slum dwellers
While work at the coalface remains a priority for Irish
 Spiritans in Brazil, many toil tirelessly behind the scenes
 constantly campaigning for improvements to the standard of
living in Sao Paolo’s city slums. 
The Movimento da Defensa da Faveleda (MDF) is one such
Spiritan project established to protect and support Sao Paolo’s
slum dwellers. Founded on the three principles of presence,
resistance and solidarity, the Movimento works with over
5,000 people from 50 urban slums. The project engages in a
number of activities such as training for community teachers
The slums of Sao Paolo are like no other place on earth 
… home to some of the world’s poorest, living in harsh
conditions against a backdrop of violence and corruption. 
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and supporting the setting up of local committees in the slums
to campaign for their right to decent living conditions.
The organization was the result of a “flash of inspiration”
to Dublin-born Spiritan, Fr Patrick Clarke, in the aftermath
of his first favela experience. He was struck by the poverty
people were forced to live in and immediately set about trying
to form an organization that could bring about some much-
needed improvement to people’s lives. 
Hesitant to burst on the scene with a readymade solution, Fr
Clarke first established contacts with slum areas and facilitated
prayer for various communities. The willingness of  participants
to open up meant the prayer meetings provided the ideal forum
for listening and, in time, Fr Clarke became  ideally placed to
ignite solutions generated from within the favela — solutions
that had the input and agreement of the entire community.
Close to the people
“I wanted to be part of the solution rather than the instigator,”
Fr Clarke told me. “The idea was to help people become
empowered and let them gradually make the changes that
were appropriate and necessary for their own lives,” he said. 
Since its foundation MDF has been responsible for a dras-
tic improvement in living conditions particularly in fighting
for land rights and improved housing for many of Sao Paolo’s
favelas. Since then the project has developed, embracing
 education, literacy, civil rights and culture.
“MDF is a grass roots movement that’s very close to the
people,” Fr Clarke said. “It fills the vacuum between an absent
state and a people whose representatives are in many cases
corrupt or not even present. It’s an important space where
people can have a voice and be listened to.”
Ecology is another project close to Fr Clarke’s heart. He
notes the ecological question is a lot more complex in the
peripheries of large cities like Sao Paolo where “people living
in squalor are condemned to die.”
Sao Paolo, according to Fr Clarke, is a city “ready
to blow up with so much injustice, impoverishment
and marginalization.”
Retreat Centre
In an attempt to shed light on the question of ecol-
ogy in a city like Sao Paolo, the Irish Spiritans
have also built a rural retreat centre, Sitio dos
Anjos, just outside the city. This city of angels is
availed of by shanty-town dwellers and local basic
communities for days of relaxation, prayer and
ecological experience. Here groups of slum chil-
dren and adults alike can come and be inspired by
nature and other simple things many of us take
for granted.
Sitio dos Anjos provides a space to develop 
an awareness of the world and of a life of hope
beyond the reality of severe poverty and extreme
violence the slum dwellers are constantly subject to.
Youth leadership
Fr George Boran is another Irish Spiritan who has provided
an invaluable service to the poor in Brazil for decades. In
1976 he initiated the youth leadership foundation centre,
Cento de Capacitacao de Juventude (CCJ). This project con-
tributes to the education of youth living in social exclusion in
Sao Paolo and other urban areas throughout the country. Its
main objective is to train committed and capable leaders in
their parishes and to gradually develop a countrywide network
of committed faith leaders.
At present, CCJ supports a network of 25,000 youth
groups. It contacts youth through social networking sites, as
well as through face-to-face opportunities and outreach. CCJ
is staffed by a large network of lay volunteers, in addition to
a small coordinating team. Hundreds of young people from
parishes across the country participate annually in its courses.
The courses strive to improve job prospects for unemployed
youth, enhance their self-esteem, their participation in com-
munity life and their enjoyment in proclaiming their faith to
their peers. Among their main activities are vocational and
skills training workshops on leadership and social responsi-
bility as well as faith formation and pastoral skills. It is hoped
that through this youth network young people get a second
chance and divert away from ant-social behaviour, unemploy-
ment, alcohol addiction, drug trafficking, teen pregnancy,
 bullying and leaving education prematurely.
It was an exceptional privilege to witness firsthand the
 phenomenal contribution of the Irish Spiritans not only to the
building up of the church in Brazil, but to the lives of so many
of the country’s poorest as well. n
Reprinted with permission, Irish Catholic. Part 2, “Memories of a Mission”, to follow
in Spiritan, Summer 2014.
Cento de Capacitacao de Juventude provides vocational and skills training workshops on
leadership and social responsibility for youth in Brazil.
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When we talk of education we tend tothink of the formal education thattakes place in schools. Spiritans in
Latin America do not have their own schools,
so we tend to use a non-formal approach:
 celebrations, groups, formation of leaders. 
We start with people’s lives, where  people find
themselves. 
The story of the disciples on the way to
Emmaus depicts how Jesus uses this method.
He does not start by giving them a lecture.
Rather, he starts patiently with their situation
of discouragement and disillusionment to
awaken them to faith in the resurrection. It was
only at the end of the journey that his listeners
recognized him — in the breaking of the bread.
Many priests, sisters and laypeople have
been trained to work in a formal educational
setting and have difficulty adapting to the new
rules of a non-formal situation. They are com-
petent when it comes to giving a talk, a class —
organizing from the top down. But in pastoral
ministry they have difficulty understanding that
the rules, the attitudes, and the  methods have
to be different. 
In a school the teacher can count on the con-
tinuous presence of her pupils. Even if she is a
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they need to get a diploma at the end of the course. Without a
diploma they won’t be able to get a job. Without a job they
won’t be able to eat, marry, buy a house and raise a family. 
In a non-formal education context, on the other hand, the
motivation is different. The leader does not have a captive
audience. He/she must motivate people to come to the first
meeting. Then they must be motivated to return to the next
one. And so on for every meeting. If meetings become tiring,
repetitive and mediocre people tend to opt out. To be success-
ful, non-formal education needs a high capacity of adaptation
and creativity: adapt and respond to people’s needs and so
motivate them — or close down. 
Unfortunately, many church leaders have been trained for
talking at people and have difficulty knowing what to do when
they don’t have a captive audience.
Discovering their talents
Young people in youth groups find the non-formal methodology
very attractive and successful. Participants learn by doing. 
They discover their talents, their capacity to communicate with
 others, their ability to think for themselves. This contrasts with
much of the methodology in the Church of talking at people
and treating them as passive audiences. Variety and learning in
a fun way result in a strong spirit of friendship and bonding.
The programme or course can be easily reproduced to
impact on more people — this is one of the most important
aspects of the course. Those invited back to give the courses
to others undergo a second and more profound level of for-
mation. We use an important educational principle: “The best
way to learn something is to be obliged to teach it to others.”
An important motivational factor is the priority we give to
human formation as a channel of freedom from poverty and
ignorance. These two conditions enslave many and facilitate
their being manipulated by the powerful. 
Young people are an important “field of mission” today.
The threatening collapse of the church and religious congre-
gations in some developed countries, provoked by the exodus
of youth from the church, is a stark reminder of the impor-
tance of these young people of God.
In developing countries they are one of the principal vic-
tims of unjust social structures: unemployment, lack of hous-
ing, poor quality education in public schools, violence, drugs
and dysfunctional families. But young people are also a poten-
tial for renewal and transformation of the church and society.
Education and culture
Understanding a challenge is always the first step to finding a
solution. Diagnosis precedes cure. Mission to young people
does not operate in a vacuum, but in the context of their
 surrounding culture. Modern and post-modern
cultures increasingly shape the values of today’s
young people. Understanding these cultures is
the key to understanding young people and help-
ing them on the road to Christian commitment. 
This cultural understanding requires a dif -
ferent type of faith. It means a transition from a
cultural Christianity to a Christianity of personal
faith. Faith can no longer be reduced to Sunday
Mass, to a list of dogmas, to a moral code or to
social problems. It must be something richer and
more challenging. Faith is especially an encounter with the
person of Jesus. And an acceptance of Jesus means also an
acceptance of his teaching, his life style, his world vision and
his formula for human happiness.
Start with their interests 
Informal education requires us to start where people are. We
need to start with basic human needs: happiness, the need to
love and be loved, to be recognized, the need for material
security, for identity, for emotional fulfillment in interpersonal
relationships, to be kind and receive kindness, to give meaning
to one’s life, to transcend oneself, to be part of a human group
and to count on it for dealing with life’s challenges and with
building a better world. If we don’t start with their interests,
we can’t hold their interest. 
Education should take into account that growth is gradual:
political and social awareness involves work in groups stage
by stage. 
If we don’t start with their
interests, we can’t hold 
their interest. 
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Brazilian educator, Paolo Freire, points out that people on
the margin of society tend to have a magical view of the world.
They believe that the solutions to social problems must come
from divine intervention or by waiting passively for those in
power to have pity on them. They see the solution to social
problems as favours rather than rights. They assimilate the
opinion the elite classes have of them that they have no value
and are to blame for their situation. They become resigned to
their lot in society. 
The transition from the awareness of being a serf in a
medieval organized society to that of being a citizen in a mod-
ern democracy and the awareness that all power comes from
the people and not the elected officials and the elite classes
are important steps in this process. A strong civil society will
demand accountability of its elected officials.
Today the internet can be an important ally.
Young people are connected on a continuous
basis through it and their mobile phones. They
discuss issues and pass on texts and so create
awareness. 
Our model of church 
We are not just social workers or non-governmental organi-
zations. We have a mission that we received from Jesus Christ.
We should aim for quality and excellence in education while
also passing on a value system. Otherwise we can be educat-
ing cleverer exploiters of their own people. Through words
and actions the church proclaims Jesus Christ, the way, the
truth and the life. 
The model of church we present is of fundamental impor-
tance for the credibility of the message we hope to transmit.
During the period of authoritarian and military governments
the Church placed its moral force on the side of the marginal-
ized and became the voice of those without a voice. However,
there is a tendency today to retreat and strengthen a more cler-
ical, bureaucratic and less prophetic church. This tendency can
lead to a loss of credibility especially among young people.
The vocations that are being attracted to our seminaries
and convents are not always the most idealistic and dynamic,
capable of dialoguing with a new world which is being born.
Sometimes we find a certain fundamentalism which makes
dialogue difficult.
The commitment to education should help to make the
shift from a purely cultic and sacramental church to one
which also includes skills for moving out of the sacristy to
evangelize young people in their modern and postmodern
 cultural setting. Education has a key role to play in this. 
Leadership plus enthusiasm
Leadership skills do not work without a strong enthusiastic
belief in the message to be transmitted. One person remarked,
“You need to believe, to be enthusiastic, and to be passionate
about the message you have to transmit.” The word gospel
means good news. Good news cannot be communicated in a
dispirited way. A salesman trying to sell something that he has
absolutely no faith in is very relevant here. The message we
have to transmit was never more relevant.
Work with young people is not for the weak-hearted. One
must be prepared to take risks, but risks that involve careful
preparation and planning. This is the most difficult, the most
challenging and the most rewarding mission “territory” that
exists today. Here will be fought the battle that will determine
the survival or not of many religious congregations and, to
some extent, of the institutional church itself.
Two fronts at the same time 
The emotional impact of large rallies cannot replace the slow
process of evangelization that respects different stages and
involves systematic accompaniment of persons and groups. Mass
rallies have their place, but on their own they are not the solution. 
It is more difficult for the church to work with people who
are critical and have a higher educational level. But if we lose
young people, we lose the future.
There are several signs of hope. In many countries the Church
is making work with youth a priority. Perhaps the church of the
future will have less people. But it is important that it be the yeast
in the dough that evangelizes, not from a position of power, but
through the witness and the dynamism of its members, especially
its young people. When we are weak we become strong. n
Article courtesy of Spiritan Life, September 2013.
Adapt and respond to people’s
needs and so motivate them —
or close down. 
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Papua New Guinea 
revisited
Paul Hopper CSSp
Iwas privileged to represent our Congregation Leader fora visit to Papua New Guinea. Just six months prior to thatour Superior General had seen at first hand the problems
involved in that difficult mission. 
Our Spiritan confreres are still holding the fort in Aitape
and Wewak, places staffed by Canadian confreres of happy
memory: Frs. Michael Doyle, Bernard Kelly, Frank Laverty,
Paul McAuley, Neal Shank, Gerry Scott, Patrick Doran and
Colum Corrigan. Wherever I met mission personnel these
names brought a smile to their faces. Those Spiritans had
accomplished a great deal and had left a lasting legacy.
In 2003 there were nine Spiritans in PNG. At present there
are only three: Fr Michael Watae — our first and only Papua
New Guinea national, currently superior of the group, 
Fr Xavier and Bro. Theodore — both from Madagascar. 
Bro. Theodore has a network of clinics around the Wewak
area, and not long ago was honoured by the state for his
 dedicated work.
First impressions
After my two comfortable flights from Brisbane and Port
Moresby, Fr Michael met me at Wewak. He was eager to visit
Sir Michael Somari, a member of our Holy Spirit parish. Dur-
ing Australian rule he was the First Minister, then first Prime
Minister after independence. He graciously took Fr Michael
and me to dinner — what an interesting man to listen to.
That evening in the parish house I flicked through a few
dusty old books and came across a 2003 calendar which
quoted Fr Lande CSSp (1791): “I would like to see us always
with one heart and one soul, without that wretched MINE and
YOURS, which can cause conflict among us.” Life doesn’t
change very much down the centuries.
Still to this day you learn to improvise: on top of the book-
case were about ten South Pacific Export beer cans — joined
together they comprise the antennae for the TV. Since we
 didn’t switch on the TV, I don’t know how effective it was!
Meeting the people
I had a very fruitful meeting with Bishop Otto, a humble man
who doesn’t find it easy to be accepted by the local people.
He comes from Wewak — in PNG terms that speaks for itself.
He relies very heavily on Fr Michael to be his right-hand 
man. He has opened many doors for the bishop and he in 
turn is very appreciative of Michael’s loyalty. Tribalism goes
very deep in PNG — something we in the West find hard to
understand. 
Wherever I met mission personnel 
these Canadian names 
brought a smile to their faces. 
Those Spiritans had 
accomplished a great deal 
and had left a lasting legacy.
Top: Paul Hopper CSSp
Right: Michael Watae CSSp
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Lack of personnel is the biggest problem the Spiritans
have to face in PNG. They are really stretched and feel they
are in a Catch-22 situation: the Generalate in Rome is reluc-
tant to send young Spiritans because there are no mature
 Spiritans in the group to mentor such men. If only one such
confrere could be found to fill this vital role!
The Word of God
To mark the end of the Year of Faith on the feast of Christ the
King, the diocese decided that the Word of God should be
carried by two men on a wooden platform and taken in pro-
cession to all the outstations in Aitape parish. The exercise
was a huge success and it strengthened the faith of many
 hundreds of people. 
However, there was a problem. When the Word of God
arrived on the island of Toomeleo, two of the four clans
refused to release it back to
Aitape Cathedral. The Bishop
went there with Fr Michael —
his authority was being called
into question!
It transpired that the
Toomeleo people believed that
that particular Bible had magical
powers: they were waiting for a
miracle to happen. Nothing would
budge them. To have opposed
them might have resulted in
bloodshed. So the Bishop com-
promised: they could keep the
Good News until Christmas Day.
On Sunday, December 8 
I concelebrated Mass with Fr
Michael — beautiful singing and
music and great devotion. At the
end of Mass I spoke encourag-
ingly and spent some time with
the Parish Council. 
Then back to the parish house
to load the ute and off to Wewak for the return journey.
Because of a puncture and a collapsed culvert, the journey
took us seven and a half hours — twice the usual time! We
were utterly exhausted when we arrived in Wewak.
The road to Aitape
Next day we loaded the ute with the necessary supplies and set
off on our four-hour or so drive to Aitape — from East Sepic
to West Sepic Province. The first half-hour out of town was on
a sealed road — so, no problem. But after that the fun started.
In the cab were Fr Michael (driving), next to him Brian
(the diocesan driver with only one arm — in a drugged frenzy
his brother was the culprit). I was wedged against the other
door. On the back of the ute along with the supplies were local
Brother Francis (mechanic), local priest Fr Bruno, a young
woman named Jacinta, the coordinator of diocesan projects,
plus two other men.
Along the way Fr Bruno received a call on his cell phone:
Brian’s father, an old respected catechist, had died after a long
illness. Just prior to that, two loaves of bread, lodged behind
my head, came flying past me. The local people saw in this a
sign from God: the bread, representing Brian’s Dad, was
 flying to another world.
We passed a number of streams/rivers with bridges, but
most others were without bridges. At one point the river
became our road. Six months earlier the Superior General and
Fr Tom Kessy had the experience of being in the ute as it went
sailing down the river. I believe they said a few acts of contri-
tion on that journey. A Presentation Sister informed me that
there are forty rivers and streams between Wewak and Aitape. 
Viability of the mission
The Catholic Church has been in West Sepic for about 120
years, but it still relies heavily on outside financial assistance.
At table that night, while munching our simple fare of rice
and chicken wings and greens, we had a heated discussion
about this topic.
Thanks to the wonders of cell-phones I was able to tee-up
a meeting with two young men in Port Moresby airport both
of whom are giving serious thought to joining us. One is about
to finish a theology course, and another will finish university
in the near future. 
Hope springs eternal! These two may well be the fruits of
those dedicated Canadian confreres who laboured in Papua
New Guinea several years ago. n
Xavier Michel CSSp with altar servers, Papua New Guinea.
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food for thought
Two thirds of the Catholics in
the world live outside Europe
and North America. At the 
dawn of the 20th century 
there were 266 million
Catholics in the world,
concentrated in Europe and
North America. Just a century
later, there were 1.1 billion
Catholics in the world, with 
two-thirds living in the global
south. The projection is that 
by 2050, three quarters of all
Catholics will reside in the
Southern hemisphere.
Is Toronto the most multicultural archdiocese in the world?
40% — Catholics in Toronto born outside the country
37.6% — Toronto’s share of Canada’s Catholic immigrants
721,065 — number of immigrant Catholics in the Greater Toronto Area.
Filipinos are the top new group.
36 languages — Mass is offered every Sunday.
Wisdom is often discovered 
at the edge of familiar worlds.
As we cross boundaries and
engage with other people and
other worlds we carry some
wisdom with us and share some
of their wisdom. Wisdom-
exchange is intrinsic to mission.
The more we encounter people
different from ourselves, 
the more we will be enriched.
The more we respond to people
different from ourselves the
more we will be surprised by 
the many faces of God. 
Anthony Gittins CSSp
Mission involves a certain self-
emptying in order to identify
with those to whom we are sent.
Become Black with the Blacks.
Don’t form them according to
European ways. Leave them
what belongs to them.
Francis Libermann CSSp
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home and away
T hey call me “Father” — at my age Ithink it should be “Grandfather.” 
My thoughts go back 35 years to 1979.
The other Fr Fitz (FitzGerald) told me that
the Board intended to start a Catholic
Teachers Centre and suggested I might like
to work there. I wrote to Sister Melanie
McCann, explaining I had a year’s leave of
absence, but if the position was still available in 1980 I would
be very interested.
I went on my sabbatical — three months of which I spent
in Jerusalem. On the day before I was due to leave there, I got
a phone call from Fr Fitz: I’d got the Catholic Teachers Centre
job starting in September.
We came together — Kitty McGilly, Sr Norma McCoy, and
myself. Mary Malone joined us a year later. “Blessed was I
among women.” Remember — I had come from Neil McNeil:
an all-boys school and at that time an almost all-male staff. 
We spent our first year in St Helen’s — our office was in
the old school. Then we moved in here — one floor up, a won-
derful meeting room, a somewhat small four-desk office.
Six years later Joan Daly Martin and Ralph Peter came on
board.
I still have many folders and files from one-day and week-
end retreats for elementary and occasionally high school staffs
— for families of schools — region groups — retreat groups
in Niagara Falls — PD days. I felt at home in Adult Religious
Education. 
This is Catholic Education Week across Ontario. We’re
here — and we’re here to stay. Let us give thanks for our
blessings and hold on to them. 
If I am permitted to get personal tonight I would pass on
the following: 
Let us think “We” and not “I”.
“God is in the bits and pieces of Everyday — 
A kiss here and a laugh again, and sometimes tears” 
— Irish poet, Patrick Kavanagh 
“Becoming human beings is the main purpose of the
whole process of education” 
— Saint John Paul II
“See everything. Overlook a lot. Correct a little.” 
— Saint John XXIII
“We go to people to be with them, live with them,
walk beside them, listen to them and share our faith
with them.” 
— Spiritan Rule of Life
“Learn to pray your life” 
— Francis Libermann, co-founder of the Spiritans
And last but certainly not least: 
“The human and the holy go hand in hand.”
A night for remembering
Pat Fitzpatrick CSSp
Pat Fitzpatrick CSSp received an Award of Merit from the
Toronto Catholic District School Board. With Fr Pat are
William Lawrence, Student Trustee; Jo-Ann Davis, Chair










How can it be that it is not a news item
when an elderly homeless person dies
of exposure, but it is news when the
stock market loses two points?
I prefer a church which is bruised, hurting and dirty
because it has been out on the streets, rather than
a church which is unhealthy from being confined
and from clinging to its own security.
The church with which we should
be thinking is the home of all, not
a small chapel that can hold only
a small group of selected people.
The ministers of the Gospel must be people
who can warm hearts, walk through the dark
night with them, know how to dialogue and to
descend themselves into their people’s night,
into the darkness, but without getting lost.
The people of God want pastors, not clergy
acting like bureaucrats or government
officials.
Without prolonged moments of
adoration, of prayerful encounter with
the word, of sincere conversation with
the Lord, our work easily becomes
meaningless, we lose energy as a result
of weariness and difficulties, and our
fervor dies out. The Church urgently
needs the deep breath of prayer.
Jesus wants us to touch human
misery, to touch the suffering flesh of
others. A committed missionary knows
the joy of being a spring which spills
over and refreshes others. Only the
person who feels happiness in seeking
the good of others, in desiring their
happiness, can be a missionary.
A Spirit-filled evangelization
is one guided by the Holy
Spirit, for he is the soul 
of the church called to
proclaim the Gospel.
An authentic faith … always
involves a deep desire to change
the world, to transmit values, 
to leave the earth somehow
better than we found it.
We achieve fulfillment
when we break down
walls and our heart is
filled with faces and
names.
I see clearly that the thing the
church needs most today is the
ability to heal wounds and to warm
the hearts of the faithful. It needs
nearness, proximity. I see the church
as a field hospital after battle.
How good it is to stand before a crucifix,
or on our knees before the Blessed
Sacrament, and simply to be in his
presence! How much good it does us
when he once more touches our lives
and impels us to share his new life!
I have a dogmatic certainty: God is in every
person’s life. God is in everyone’s life. Even if a
person’s life has been a disaster, even if it is
destroyed by vices, drugs or anything else …
God is in this person’s life. You can and must
try to seek God in every human life.
If I can help at least
one other person to
have a better life, that
already justifies the
offering of my life.
